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As a preferred carrier of US SOCOM, the AERO Assault 
Plate Carrier can be worn with or without soft armor 
panels depending upon ballistic requirements, threat 
conditions and the type of plate being utilized. Using 
State of the art materials and design, the system 
provides the highest degree of scalability, modularity 
and weight savings.

Fully Releasable or Non Releasable configuration based on 
user preference utilizing the shoulder stow release
cable.
� Fully MOLLE/PALS compatible using ¾” MOLLE webbing
� Fits SPEAR/BALCS, SAPI and ESAPI Front/Rear plates (sizes 
S-XL)
� Fits MBAV or Plate shaped soft armor inserts (sizes S-XL)
� PTT attachment points on upper left/right along with 
Hydration and communication retention loops
� Removable kangaroo-style cummerbund retention flap 
secures the cummerbund in place and provides lowprofile
magazine storage (for up to three M4 magazines)
� Padded shoulder pads with detachable retention loops
� Velcro loop on upper Front and Back area for ID/flag 
patches.
� Upper and Lower pack connection points for attaching 
Eagle Modular Assault Packs
� ¾” MOLLE Assaulters Money Belt Cummerbund with 
integrated Radio
and magazine slots.
� Cummerbund routing channel provides the ability to 
quickly adjust
sizing or switch between the Assault MOLLE, JTAC, 2” or 4” 
Elastic
Cummerbunds (Optional cummerbunds sold separately)
� Accepts 6”x6”, 6”x8” & 7”x8” side plates (sold separately)
� Accepts Eagle Deltoid/Shoulder Plate pockets (sold sepa-
rately)
� Accepts SPEAR/BALCS ballistic groin protector (sold 
separately)

Product #: AERO/A-BASIC-SIZE-COLOR
Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colors: Multicam® (5CCA), Coyote Brown (5SCOY), Khaki (5KH), Black 
(5BK)
With JTAC Cummerbund (cable management and side armor)
Product #: AERO/A-JTAC-SIZE-COLOR

FEATURES:

bulletproof-it
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BULLETPROOF-IT Tactical (LCS) Load Carriage 
System designs are a product of direct user 
input and BULLETPROOF-IT’S legacy of 
“Quality by Design”. These products have 
been standard issue to most of our Nation’s 
finest Special Operations Forces, Military/DOD 
and Law Enforcement professionals for over a 
decade.

NOTE: This brochure provides a fraction of the 
multiple designs offered. Please contact 
BULLETPROOF-IT Customer Service for avail-
ability and additional product information.
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VEST ACCESSORIES
CONTINUED...



SPECIAL FORCES HELMET

Increased area of coverage over the ears and back 
of the helmet.
Ergonomic and stable platform for mounting 
accessories
Standard MICH/ACH Pads and Suspension
Removable rails on either side
Wilcox NVG mounting shroud
Full NIJ Level IIIA coverage with increased frag-
mentation protection

OVERVIEW: A lighter special operations helmet engineered for special forces to ensure maximum 
comfort and �exibility. The Special Forces Helmet is designed as a lighter and more compact version 
of the Advanced Combat Helmet. The reduced ear & back coverage with no lip allows enhanced 
peripheral vision and hearing capabilities. The Special Forces Helmets light weight, superb ballistic 
performance, and enhanced characteristics is why the helmet is superb in the Special Operations 
community.
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